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Glass is one of the hardest
materials to form - in a
fraction of a second the
hot mixture will solidify
and the product is created.
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Situated right in Scandinavia, only 3 km from the Swedish border and 120 km
from Oslo, we create magic from fire and sand! Magnor Glassverk was founded
in 1896. We are proud of our history, yet dedicated to remaining an innovator
in the industry. Each year we launch two new collections, collaborating with
some of the best designers and artists in Norway. We want to create glass and
crystal that will generate happiness, enthusiasm and pleasure for generations.

Empathy. Ability. Good
form that is loved and
used. It’s only the most
skilled who can work with
glass. Here we present
some of the designers
that
we
work
with.

All of our glass products are handmade with great care and affection by skilled
craftsmen.
At Magnor Glassverk, we have a factory outlet which is open all year round. In
the glass hut, you can see glassblowers in action on weekdays. In the summer
you can choose to blow your own glass or buy factory seconds at affordable
prices.
In Oslo, you can visit Magnor Brandstore where you will find the entire first
quality Magnor Collection on display and for sale. The shop is situated right in
the city centre within the historic shopping centre, GlasMagasinet (Stortorvet).
Visit us on our web site www.magnor.no or at Facebook or Instagram to follow
up on what’s happening here at the glassworks.

Scandinavian design since 1896
For generations, Magnor Glassverk has contributed to making everyday
a celebration. We are proud of the achievements of our skilled designers,
glassblowers and production workers. In collaboration with them, we are
happy to present the collection of 2021.
Magnor was founded in 1896 and several generations have shaped its history.
We are continuously working to create new designs and products. Together
with some of the most skilled and exciting designers and craftsmen in Norway
today, we create magic!
To find more information about our company and product line please visit
www.magnor.no
magnor_glassverk

magnorglassverk

To read more
about our
designers,
please visit
Studio Magnor
Aukrust, Happy, Isbjørn
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Product photography by Mona Nordøy, except for Gjestebud, Sne, Geilo (Espen Grønli), Skyline Lux koks (Ragnar Hartvig), and Brygg (Jon Marius Nilsson).

Sverre Uhnger
Brygg

Jan Thomas
Amore, Love, The Bucket
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ALBA

Design Teresa Bergerud

consists of both stemware and bar glasses in two beautiful hand cut
designs: ANTIQUE (classic and traditional crystal patterns, a famous
Magnor design) and FINE LINE (crisp, tight and modern striped patterns).

ALBA is a line of exclusive, classic and functional glasses that will
be passed down for generations, and will always feel “right” - even
for the most important of occasions. Designer Teresa Bergerud got
her inspiration from old glassware and hand cut patterns. The series

323 400
Cordial
Fine Line
7 cl

323 420
White wine
Fine Line
32 cl

323 430
Red wine
Fine Line
48 cl

323 450
Champagne
Fine Line
25 cl

323 470
Brandy
Fine Line
35 cl

323 480
Whiskey
Fine Line
30 cl

323 550
Water
Fine Line
30 cl

323 460
Longdrink
Fine Line
45 cl

324 400
Cordial
Antique
7 cl

324 420
White wine
Antique
32 cl

324 430
Red wine
Antique
48 cl

324 450
Champagne
Antique
25 cl

324 470
Brandy
Antique
35 cl

324 480
Whiskey
Antique
30 cl

324 550
Water
Antique
30 cl

324 460
Longdrink
Antique
45 cl

Teresa Bergerud
Teresa Bergerud has worked for Magnor Glassverk during 20082014, and
designed several of Magnor’s products during these
years. Teresa Bergerud has a Bachelors degree in product
design from HIOA (2003) and has experience as the founder of
Gulberg Design, graphic design and as an owner of a furniture
factory. For Magnor, she has designed the series Alba and Børli.
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TOKYO WINE

Design Simen Staalnacke

creating an ultra-modern, stylish look that would be at home in his
favourite city, Tokyo. Each piece is mouth blown and handmade
by professional glassblowers, producing an expression of true
craftsmanship.

TOKYO WINE SERIES is Magnor’s major new flagship series, created
by the famous designer Simen Staalnacke. It consists of eight different
glasses of various sizes, including a special edition 30 cl champagne
glass hand painted in a shiny blue lustre. He derived the shape of each
glass from the same tight silhouette inspired by Japanese aesthetics,

318 400
Cordial
12 cl

318 420
White Wine
45 cl

318 430
Red Wine
63 cl

318 450
Champagne
30 cl

318 455
Champagne lustre
Special Edition
30 cl

318 440
Beer
59 cl

Simen Staalnacke
Simen Staalnacke is one of Norway’s most popular and experienced designers,
well known for his success as an entrepreneur and founder of Moods of
Norway. Often appearing in various TV programs and other media, Simen
has an in-depth knowledge of the fashion industry and has garnered
praise from all over the world while also being recognised - and loved - in
his home country. He excels in adding a touch of joy and madness to the
authentic and quintessentially Norwegian. For Magnor Glassworks he has
designed the modern and stylish collections PI, SHINE, STONE and TOKYO.
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318 550
Water
48 cl

318 630
Carafe
100 cl

CAP CLASSIQUE
Design Halvor Bakke

CAP CLASSIQUE is mouth-blown and handmade by experienced
glassblowers. The series consists of four functional glasses and
a decanter. The simple, timeless and sophisticated shape of the
glassware is designed for a perfect experience. Good drinks should
be enjoyed using the appropriate glass; it elevates the mood

and will create a sense of luxury. Cap Classique is the perfect
glass series for those who appreciate pleasure, function and
quality. Cap Classique was a natural name after South Africa’s own
champagne, which is known for its wonderful taste. The glasses
have Halvor Bakke’s distinctive signature as proof of prime quality.

This series is also available in a black version. Please see NOIR at page 10.

325 430
325 450
325 460
325 490
325 550
325 630

Wine				
Bubbles				
Longdrink/beer 			
Cocktail/champagne 			
Water
			
Decanter
			

63 cl
36 cl
55 cl
33 cl
37 cl
180 cl

Halvor Bakke
Halvor Bakke is one of the most popular interior designers in Norway, well
known for presenting various interior design programs on television. He
has developed interior and furniture collections, created colour maps and
wallpaper, as well as kitchen and cabins. With his excellent knowledge
of interior design, Halvor Bakke provides a wealth of inspiration for
Norwegian homes. For Magnor he has successfully designed bestsellers
Cap Classique, Cape, Lerk, Lux, Noir, Pure, Rocks, Savanna, Skyline, Trae
and Winter. He is currently presenting three new designs: CLIFTON glass
series, LINEN porcelain series, ROCKS TOPAZ lanterns and WOOD lantern.
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NOIR GLASS
Design Halvor Bakke

NOIR, designed by interior designer Halvor Bakke, is as sleek and seductive
as the Parisian evenings it was inspired by. During one of his many trips
to Le Marais, Halvor took note of the dark elegance and gourmet cuisine

104 430
104 450
104 550
104 630

Wine
Bubbles
Water		
Decanter

which characterises this part of Paris, creating a unique wine series that
highlights the wine and meals, allowing it to play the main role at the table.

60 cl
36 cl
35 cl
180 cl

Halvor Bakke
Halvor Bakke is one of the most popular interior designers in Norway, well
known for presenting various interior design programs on television. He
has developed interior and furniture collections, created colour maps and
wallpaper, as well as kitchen and cabins. With his excellent knowledge
of interior design, Halvor Bakke provides a wealth of inspiration for
Norwegian homes. For Magnor he has successfully designed bestsellers
Cap Classique, Cape, Lerk, Lux, Noir, Pure, Rocks, Savanna, Skyline, Trae
and Winter. He is currently presenting three new designs: CLIFTON glass
series, LINEN porcelain series, ROCKS TOPAZ lanterns and WOOD lantern.
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AMORE

Design Jan Thomas

AMORE, designed by celebrity stylist Jan Thomas, is a tall and graceful
champagne glass combining luxury and love in the best way possible.
The design is inspired by his own glamourous life and his fundamental
conviction that all people are deserving of warmth and love in their lives;
this is what Jan Thomas intends to convey with his new glass AMORE.
The AMORE Champagne glass is mouth-blown and handmade in

202 450
202 451

Champagne plain		
Champagne decorated w/Swarovski stone

sparkling glass by skilled craftsmen. It holds 30 cl and is delivered in
two designs; unembellished and decorated with a real Swarovski stone.
AMORE is the perfect wedding gift, as well as a beautiful surprise
for that special someone in your life. AMORE will also be ideal for
occasions such as an engagement, marriage proposal, Valentines,
Mother’s Day, birthdays, wedding days and other festive events.

30 cl
30 cl

Jan Thomas
Jan Thomas is Norway’s most famous stylist. In addition, he is a sought after presenter,
TV personality, author and successful entrepreneur with his beauty salons in Oslo.
With his own makeup/haircare/skincare products, he has achieved great success
and is one of the Nordic region’s largest beauty brands. For Jan Thomas, the product
has never been his primary focus, it has always been the people and his ability to
create memorable experiences. Along with his many travels to the biggest cities
in the world, he gained his inspiration from over 20 years in Hollywood. He started
with hair and continues on with interior design. For Magnor he has designed the
extraordinary series AMORE, LOVE and THE BUCKET, based on his own life experiences.
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HAPPY

Design Studio Magnor

HAPPY consists of four alluring champagne glasses, inspired by a
bygone era in which hand-painted glass and champagne were in
vogue. Adorned with a glamorous, colourful lustre, Studio Magnor
has succeeded in creating a champagne glass that is both stylish and

321 451
321 452
321 453
321 454

Champagne gold 		
Champagne green 		
Champagne pink		
Champagne blue		

delightfully festive. Happy is mouth-blown and crafted by experienced
glassblowers, then hand-painted with timeless, lustrous colours,
which contributes to its elegant and sophisticated look. Because of
this delicate hand painting process, Happy must be washed by hand.

28 cl
28 cl
28 cl
28 cl

Studio Magnor
Magnor’s own design team, Studio Magnor, creates wonderful
design products that will be loved and used through generations.
These products are mouth-blown and hand crafted by experienced
glassblowers in a timeless style which contributes to its elegant
and sophisticated look. Magnor is continuously working to create
new, high quality designs which make every day a celebration.
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BRYGG

Design Sverre Uhnger

The glasses have an elegant stem that gives a good grip while
maintaining the proper temperature of your beer. The very unusual
shape of the stem points upwards and draws attention to the glass
bell and, most importantly, its content. The bells themselves are
carefully designed to highlight the characteristics of each different
beer, from the light and refreshing to the dark and aromatic.
The result is a range of glassware that highlights the content,
aroma and flavour of your beer and is satisfyingly beautiful to use.

BRYGG is Magnor Glassverk’s beer and aquavit series, designed
by Sverre Uhnger and developed in collaboration with experts
from Arcus, St. Hallvard’s Brewery and Sentralen Restaurant.
Brygg is for those who want to explore and experiment in the
exciting world of quality beer and aquavit, and who want beautiful
glassware to go with their adventure. Brygg consists of five
handmade and mouth-blown glasses, designed specifically to
complement the most popular aquavit and beers in Norway.

327 400
327 940
327 950
327 960
327 980

Oppland aquavit			
Fyldig beer			
IPA beer		
Pils beer				
Hvete beer			

13 cl
42 cl
42 cl
42 cl
65 cl

Nr. 327 400
Oppland
13 cl

Nr. 327 940
Fyldig
42 cl

Nr. 327 950
IPA
42 cl

Sverre Uhnger
Sverre Uhnger is an educated designer from Bergen National Academy
of the Arts and Aalto University in Helsinki, and has also worked as a
cabinetmaker. He aims to create products that feel natural and where the
intrinsic qualities of the materials and production techniques used are
a focal point of the design. He runs his own design office and is active
on several boards, including Klubben and Designers’ Saturday. For
Magnor, Sverre Uhnger designed the beer and aquavit series BRYGG.
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Nr. 327 960
Pils
42 cl

Nr. 327 980
Hvete
65 cl

CLIFTON
Design Halvor Bakke

CLIFTON consists of two trendy and stylish drinking glasses, with an
accompanying jug, designed by interior designer Halvor Bakke. The
series consists of two colours: sparkling ice clear and golden, with
the latter resembling the gemstone topaz, a symbol of beauty and
splendour. Halvor Bakke was inspired by his trips to South Africa,
where he always makes sure to visit the beautiful Clifton-beaches.
There, he has seen the sights of chalk-white sand and playful seals

305410
305411
305420
305421
305600
305601

Tumbler low clear
Tumbler low topaz
Tumbler tall clear
Tumbler tall topaz
Jug clear
Jug topaz

bathing, with the refreshing sound of waves against the shore and
swaying palm trees in the background, all within the view from his
sunbed. The shapes of the waves, the play of colours, the contrasts
and the jet-set atmosphere have become the beautiful CLIFTON
series. The series is just as suitable outside on a sunny day as it is
inside when it rains. The colours can be combined and blended.

25 cl
25 cl
40 cl
40 cl
1,75 I
1,75 I

Halvor Bakke
Halvor Bakke is one of the most popular interior designers in Norway, well
known for presenting various interior design programs on television. He
has developed interior and furniture collections, created colour maps and
wallpaper, as well as kitchen and cabins. With his excellent knowledge
of interior design, Halvor Bakke provides a wealth of inspiration for
Norwegian homes. For Magnor he has successfully designed bestsellers
Cap Classique, Cape, Lerk, Lux, Noir, Pure, Rocks, Savanna, Skyline, Trae
and Winter. He is currently presenting three new designs: CLIFTON glass
series, LINEN porcelain series, ROCKS TOPAZ lanterns and WOOD lantern.
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THIPI
Design Bjørn van den Berg

THIPI is a minimalistic carafe series composed of a water, wine and
cordial carafe, designed by the skilled product designer Bjørn van
den Berg. Educated at Oslo University College and Akershus with a
special focus on everyday objects, Bjørn van den Berg is interested in

503 640
503 641
503 642

Cordial carafe w/glass clear
Cordial carafe w/glass petrol
Cordial carafe w/glass smokey

503 630
503 631
503 632

Wine carafe clear
Wine carafe petrol
Wine carafe smokey

125 cl
125 cl
125 cl

503 650
503 651
503 652

Water carafe clear
Water carafe petrol
Water carafe smokey

82 cl
82 cl
82 cl

the interaction between the senses and what he designs, focussing
particularly on touch. Available in three cool colours and three different
sizes, these are designer products that you serve from, show off and
put on display.

40/4 cl
40/4 cl
40/4 cl

Cordial carafe w/glass
40/4 cl

Bjørn van den Berg
BJØRN VAN DEN BERG is an educated product designer from Oslo
University College and Akershus with a special focus on everyday
objects, lighting and interior design. He is interested in the interaction
between the senses and what he designs, focussing particularly
on touch. Bjørn van den Berg has been on Wallpaper Magazine’s
list of the most promising graduate designers, and has also been
mentioned as one of the most exciting designers in the New York Times
furniture fair in Milan. Thipi is his first series with Magnor Glassworks.
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Water carafe
82 cl

Wine carafe
125 cl

DINA

DROPS

Design Studio Magnor

Design Kristine Bjaadal

502 630

Decanter w/thumb grip

jewellery box, or somewhere to put keys and coins? The shape is soft and
elegant, making DROPS perfect even if you’re simply using it as a decorative
object.

DROPS is a beautiful bonbonnière designed by the skilled product
designer Kristine Bjaadal. It’s great for serving and storing candy, nuts and
confectionery, but also for safekeeping around the house – maybe as a

The decanter, with its original form and special thumb grip, invites
you to hold and serve with style and feeling.The perfect and elegant
shape has a body that narrows at the top so that it preserves the
wine’s aroma and flavor to create a truly enjoyable experience.

322 302
322 303
322 304
322 305

190 cl

Bonbonniere golden 		
Bonbonniere blue
Bonnonniere clear 		
Bonnonniere brown 		

165 mm
165 mm
165 mm
165 mm

Studio Magnor

Kristine Bjaadal

Magnor’s own design team, Studio Magnor, creates wonderful
design products that will be loved and used through generations.
These products are mouth-blown and hand crafted by experienced
glassblowers in a timeless style which contributes to its elegant and
sophisticated look. Magnor is continuously working to create new
designs, high quality and contribute to make everyday a celebration.
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Kristine Bjaadal holds a master’s degree in design from the Art Academy in Oslo and runs her
own design studio. She wants to use objects to tell stories and focuses on how she, through
her design of everyday objects, can make daily routines into cherished rituals. She has a poetic
approach to the use of materials and design which combines sculptural expression with practical
use. The result is functional objects which simultaneously have a sculptural function. Kristine
Bjaadal has exhibited her work in many international cities, garnering plenty of attention in
the national and international design press. For Magnor Glassworks she has designed the
bonbonniere DROPS. She is currently presenting her new designs: MABEL bowls and SYMRE vases.
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LINEN
Design Halvor Bakke

LINEN, designed by Halvor Bakke, is a delicate tableware for
everyday use, adorned with a beautiful linen decor. Inspired by nature
and bright interiors, Halvor Bakke has always loved linen, and the
decor itself is replicated from fabric found in the linen closet in his
own home. The result is beautiful, timeless and functional pieces,
suitable for breakfast, lunch, dinner and supper. LINEN invites you
to pleasant table settings, cosy conversations and is just as lovely

105 001
105 002
105 003
105 004
105 005
105 006
105 007

Dinner plate
Deep plate
Small plate
Mug
Muesli bowl
Bowl small
Bowl large

on a beautiful summer day by the sea, as an autumn evening in
the mountains. LINEN series consists of a mug, plate, dinner plate,
deep plate, muesli bowl, small bowl and salad bowl, and is made of
high-quality feldspar porcelain with a durable glaze, a high degree
of whiteness and strength. The pieces can be used in the microwave
and are dishwasher safe. This classic design and simple, clean shapes
bring a modern feel to your home, well suited for the good life.

270 mm
200 mm
210 mm
35 cl
150 mm
230 mm
310 mm

Halvor Bakke
Halvor Bakke is one of the most popular interior designers in Norway, well
known for presenting various interior design programs on television. He
has developed interior and furniture collections, created colour maps and
wallpaper, as well as kitchen and cabins. With his excellent knowledge
of interior design, Halvor Bakke provides a wealth of inspiration for
Norwegian homes. For Magnor he has successfully designed bestsellers
Cap Classique, Cape, Lerk, Lux, Noir, Pure, Rocks, Savanna, Skyline, Trae
and Winter. He is currently presenting three new designs: CLIFTON glass
series, LINEN porcelain series, ROCKS TOPAZ lanterns and WOOD lantern.
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CAPE
Design Halvor Bakke

CAPE is an elegant and luxurious series with a beautiful, subtle
pattern and gold details, designed by furniture and interior designer
Halvor Bakke. He found the inspiration for the design during one of his
many trips to Cape Town, where early one morning he stumbled upon

138 000
138 001
138 002
138 006
138 007
138 008

Coffee cup 				
Coffee saucer 				
Small plate 				
Mug 					
Dinner plate 				
Deep plate

138 050
138 051

Coffee press matte champagne
Coffee press matte gunmetal

138 060
138 061

Decor tray matte champagne
Decor tray matte gunmetal		

a stylish wrought iron gate in the old Dutch colonial style, Cape Dutch.
CAPE invites you to stylish dinner parties and grand occasions. This is
a collection that will stay in the family for generations to come.

22 cl
140 mm
205 mm
28 cl
280 mm
230 mm
1 liter
1 liter
350 mm
350 mm

Halvor Bakke
Halvor Bakke is one of the most popular interior designers in Norway, well
known for presenting various interior design programs on television. He
has developed interior and furniture collections, created colour maps and
wallpaper, as well as kitchen and cabins. With his excellent knowledge
of interior design, Halvor Bakke provides a wealth of inspiration for
Norwegian homes. For Magnor he has successfully designed bestsellers
Cap Classique, Cape, Lerk, Lux, Noir, Pure, Rocks, Savanna, Skyline, Trae
and Winter. He is currently presenting three new designs: CLIFTON glass
series, LINEN porcelain series, ROCKS TOPAZ lanterns and WOOD lantern.
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TOKYO ORIGAMI
Design Simen Staalnace

TOKYO ORIGAMI is an exclusive set of playful and alluring porcelain
tableware created by the famous entrepreneur and designer, Simen
Staalnacke. This ten piece set stands out from the crowd with its
beautiful origami pattern and unique combination of influences,

139 004
Musli/small bowl
150 mm

139 005
Coffee cup
20 cl

uniting Magnor’s classic blue tones with Japanese aesthetics and
the molecular structure of the love hormone, oxytocin. This all comes
together to create an exceptionally dynamic design which moves
effortlessly between the simple and the complex.

139 003
Small plate
215 mm

139 002
Dinner plate
280 mm

139 001
Gourmet plate
320 mm

139 006
Coffee saucer
150 mm

139 007
Mug light
30 cl

139 008
Mug dark
30 cl

Simen Staalnacke
Simen Staalnacke is one of Norway’s most popular and experienced designers,
well known for his success as an entrepreneur and founder of Moods of
Norway. Often appearing in various TV programs and other media, Simen
has an in-depth knowledge of the fashion industry and has garnered
praise from all over the world while also being recognised - and loved - in
his home country. He excels in adding a touch of joy and madness to the
authentic and quintessentially Norwegian. For Magnor Glassworks he has
designed the modern and stylish collections PI, SHINE, STONE and TOKYO.
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139 010
Dusj
360 mm

139 009
Bowl
250 mm

TRAE
Design Halvor Bakke

TRAE is classic tableware for everyday use in white and cobalt
blue, designed by interior designer Halvor Bakke. He has taken
inspiration from the good life at his farm in Trae, and a stylish
wrought iron gate in the old Dutch colonial style he came across
on a trip to Cape Town in South Africa. Trae comes as a mug, plate

138 100
138 101
138 102

Mug
Small plate
Muesli bowl

and musli bowl, and is made in the best feldspar quality with
a durable glaze, high whiteness and strength. Simple, elegant
shapes and traditional decor create a classic and modern feel that
fits well with the good life - both in the countryside and in the city.

28 cl
220 mm
150 mm

Halvor Bakke
Halvor Bakke is one of the most popular interior designers in Norway, well
known for presenting various interior design programs on television. He
has developed interior and furniture collections, created colour maps and
wallpaper, as well as kitchen and cabins. With his excellent knowledge
of interior design, Halvor Bakke provides a wealth of inspiration for
Norwegian homes. For Magnor he has successfully designed bestsellers
Cap Classique, Cape, Lerk, Lux, Noir, Pure, Rocks, Savanna, Skyline, Trae
and Winter. He is currently presenting three new designs: CLIFTON glass
series, LINEN porcelain series, ROCKS TOPAZ lanterns and WOOD lantern.
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FLORYTALE
Design Anna Handell & Finn Schjøll

FLORYTALE is an artistic set of tableware - beautiful, adventurous
and playful. It consists of nine outstanding painted parts based on
Anna Handell’s watercolour paintings. In these items you will discover
joy, art and functionality while infusing your table settings with a
multitude of creative and personalised combinations. FLORYTALE is
an adventure, taking you on a more exciting journey than traditional

101 000
101 001
101 002
101 103
101 011
101 030
101 021
101 100
101 101

Gourmet plate		
Dinner plate		
Deep plate 		
Dessert/muesli 		
Breakfast plate 		
Small plate 			
Mug 			
Dish 			
Bowl			

porcelain. It is inspired by nature’s compelling and complex world
that is all about colours, shapes and lush coexistence of different
life forms which all have their unique strategy for survival. With the
splendour of colour, scents and delicious shapes, symmetry and
patterns, nature is the self-evident life force in the FLORYTALE story.

310 mm
270 mm
200 mm
140 mm
210 mm
170 mm
30 cl
380 mm
230x250 mm

Anna Handell & Finn Schjøll

ANNA HANDELL & FINN SCHJØLL are the designer duo who have succeeded in
combining their skills into an adventurous and sensational design. Anna Handell is a
skilled Swedish illustrator, designer and artist, known for her work with patterns / motifs
in interior design (porcelain / textile / wallpaper / art). Finn Schjøll is one of Norway’s
most famous flower decorators and a popular TV personality who has already had
several successes with Magnor. Both Anna and Finn’s inspiration is adventurous and
often comes from nature with elements such as birds, animals, trees and flowers. For
Magnor Glassverk, the designer duo created the gorgeous artistic tableware FLORYTALE.
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NOIR PORCELAIN
Design Halvor Bakke

NOIR, designed by interior designer Halvor Bakke, is as sleek and
seductive as the Parisian evenings it was inspired by. During one of
his many trips to Le Marais, Halvor took note of the dark elegance
and gourmet cuisine which characterises this part of Paris, creating a

104 000
104 001
104 002
104 003

Dinner plate
Deep plate
Small plate
Mug

unique dinner set that highlights the food, allowing it to play the main
role rather than fighting against other embellishments on the plate. All
the porcelain is made in the best feldspar quality with matt glaze, high
whiteness and strength.

280 mm
230 mm
220 mm
30 cl

Halvor Bakke
Halvor Bakke is one of the most popular interior designers in Norway, well
known for presenting various interior design programs on television. He
has developed interior and furniture collections, created colour maps and
wallpaper, as well as kitchen and cabins. With his excellent knowledge
of interior design, Halvor Bakke provides a wealth of inspiration for
Norwegian homes. For Magnor he has successfully designed bestsellers
Cap Classique, Cape, Lerk, Lux, Noir, Pure, Rocks, Savanna, Skyline, Trae
and Winter. He is currently presenting three new designs: CLIFTON glass
series, LINEN porcelain series, ROCKS TOPAZ lanterns and WOOD lantern.
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LOVE
Design Jan Thomas

LOVE is a stylish porcelain set that exudes love and warmth,
designed by the famous celebrity stylist, Jan Thomas. This timeless
design expression stands out from the crowd and has been
refined down to the smallest detail. Each piece has Jan Thomas’s

117 100
117 101
117 102
117 103

Cup
Mug
Bowl
Small plate		

distinctive signature, and they are all made in the best quality
porcelain with a durable matte black finish. This is an exquisite
Norwegian design by Jan Thomas, let it gild your home with LOVE!

35 cl
80 cl
150 mm
210 mm

Jan Thomas
Jan Thomas is Norway’s most famous stylist. In addition, he is a sought after presenter,
TV personality, author and successful entrepreneur with his beauty salons in Oslo.
With his own makeup/haircare/skincare products, he has achieved great success
and is one of the Nordic region’s largest beauty brands. For Jan Thomas, the product
has never been his primary focus, it has always been the people and his ability to
create memorable experiences. Along with his many travels to the biggest cities
in the world, he gained his inspiration from over 20 years in Hollywood. He started
with hair and continues on with interior design. For Magnor he has designed the
extraordinary series AMORE, LOVE and THE BUCKET, based on his own life experiences.
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LERK DARK/LARCH
Design Halvor Bakke

LERK is an exclusive and personalized porcelain tableware of high
quality, designed by the famous interior designer Halvor Bakke.
Halvor is inspired by his own childhood and his grandmothers larch
which had small, playful cones hanging up on bare twigs. They were
beautiful and vulnerable, yet rugged, true and honest. Halvor Bakke
decided to combine delicate larch cones with tight, masculine decors,
pinstripe and tweed, to give the tableware a natural and trendy look.

From this, he created LERK. LERK offers both dinner and coffee parts,
a complete crockery in sophisticated decor with platinum edges and
handles, made with durable glaze in best quality with a high degree of
whiteness and strength. All parts have different decors, providing you
with the opportunity to choose... light, dark, cones or a combination.
Product list; see page 45.

Halvor Bakke
Halvor Bakke is one of the most popular interior designers in Norway, well
known for presenting various interior design programs on television. He
has developed interior and furniture collections, created colour maps and
wallpaper, as well as kitchen and cabins. With his excellent knowledge
of interior design, Halvor Bakke provides a wealth of inspiration for
Norwegian homes. For Magnor he has successfully designed bestsellers
Cap Classique, Cape, Lerk, Lux, Noir, Pure, Rocks, Savanna, Skyline, Trae
and Winter. He is currently presenting three new designs: CLIFTON glass
series, LINEN porcelain series, ROCKS TOPAZ lanterns and WOOD lantern.
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LERK LIGHT
Design Halvor Bakke

L E R K is a quality porcelain, characterized by high quality and
consistently applied design down to the smallest detail. The sophisticated

135 007
Dessert plate
Lerk/Larch
220 mm

135 001
Gourmet plate
Light pin
320 mm

135 024
Mug
Lerk/Larch
33 cl

135 008
Dessert plate
Dark tweed
220 mm

135 028
Dessert plate
Light tweed
220 mm

135 002
Gourmet plate
Dark pin
320 mm

135 031
135 011
Mug
Mug
Light tweed Dark tweed
33 cl
33 cl

135 005
Deep plate
Lerk/Larch
230 mm

135 009
Snack plate
Dark tweed
100x210 mm

135 014
Espresso cup
White w/platinum
12 cl

135 015
Espresso saucer
Dark pintweed
125 mm

design puts it in a class by itself. You can combine and mix the light
and dark pieces to customize your table to your tastes or the occasion.

135 006
Deep plate
Dark pin
230 mm

135 021
Dish medium
Light pin
190x350 mm

135 027
Deep plate
Light pin
230 mm

135 022
Dish large
Lerk/Larch
220x400 mm

135 012
Coffee cup
White w/platinum
22 cl

135 013
Coffee saucer
Dark pintweed
150 mm

135 003
Dinner plate
Lerk/Larch
280 mm

135 019
Bowl medium
Lerk/Larch
190 mm

135 029
Coffee saucer
Light pin
150 mm

135 016
Egg cup
Dark tweed
35 mm

Halvor Bakke
Halvor Bakke is one of the most popular interior designers in Norway, well
known for presenting various interior design programs on television. He
has developed interior and furniture collections, created colour maps and
wallpaper, as well as kitchen and cabins. With his excellent knowledge
of interior design, Halvor Bakke provides a wealth of inspiration for
Norwegian homes. For Magnor he has successfully designed bestsellers
Cap Classique, Cape, Lerk, Lux, Noir, Pure, Rocks, Savanna, Skyline, Trae
and Winter. He is currently presenting three new designs: CLIFTON glass
series, LINEN porcelain series, ROCKS TOPAZ lanterns and WOOD lantern.
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135 004
Dinner plate
Dark Tweed
280 mm

135 030
Bowl XL
Light tweed
280 mm

135 020
Bowl large
Light pin
230 mm

135 017
Dessert
Or/Alder
130 mm

135 026
Dinner plate
Light Tweed
280 mm

135 018
Soup bowl
Dark tweed
150 mm

135 025
Jug/ sauce boat
White w/platinum
47 cl

WINTER
Design Halvor Bakke

WINTER
breakfast
beautiful
platinum
that can

135 032
135 033
135 035
135 034

include a dinner plate, a deep plate/porridge bowl, a
plate and a mug, which have been elegantly decorated with
snow crystals in shining platinum and winter grey with shiny
edges. These items are both a Christmas set and a winter set
easily be combined with other items in the LERK tableware

Dinner plate 				
Dessert plate 				
Mug 					
Porridge/musli bowl small 			

series. These four pieces, decorated with snow crystals, allow you to
set the most beautiful Christmas and New Year’s table, while at the
same time being able to enjoy it through the whole winter. Versatile
and enduring, WINTER can be mixed with other items in the LERK
series for that special, personal touch.

280 mm
220 mm
33 cl
150 mm

135 032
Dinner plate
Winter
280 mm

135 033
Dessert plate
Winter
220 mm

Halvor Bakke
Halvor Bakke is one of the most popular interior designers in Norway, well
known for presenting various interior design programs on television. He
has developed interior and furniture collections, created colour maps and
wallpaper, as well as kitchen and cabins. With his excellent knowledge
of interior design, Halvor Bakke provides a wealth of inspiration for
Norwegian homes. For Magnor he has successfully designed bestsellers
Cap Classique, Cape, Lerk, Lux, Noir, Pure, Rocks, Savanna, Skyline, Trae
and Winter. He is currently presenting three new designs: CLIFTON glass
series, LINEN porcelain series, ROCKS TOPAZ lanterns and WOOD lantern.
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135 034
Porridge/Musli
Winter
150 mm

135 035
Mug
Winter
33 cl

BØRLI

AUKRUST

Design Teresa Bergerud

Design Kjell Aukrust & Studio Magnor

Magnor Glassverk is proud to launch a set of unique coffee cups
with lyrics from the famous Norwegian lyricist Hans Børli (1918-1989)
to celebrate his 100th anniversary this year. Hans Børli is known
as the forest poet, and worked all his life as a logger and author. He
wrote poetry, novels, short stories and plays about the forest and

116 100
116 101
116 102
116 103

Cup Myrull 			
Cup Timotei			
Cup Hundekjeks		
Cup Strå			

the experience of living there. His poems have been translated
into several languages, and he received a number of literary prizes,
including the Critics Prize in 1970 and the Dobloug Prize in 1972. He
was also nominated for the Nordic Council Literature Prize in 1972.

Magnor is proud to launch unique licensed products with drawings
from the famous author, illustrator/artist/painter and cartoonist
KJELL AUKRUST (1920-2002). Ever since 1963, Kjell Aukrust’s popular
Flåklypa stories and Flåklypa drawings, featuring Solan, Ludvig
and Gurin med reverompa have been enjoyed by young and old
alike. The figures and the famous drawings have become part of
our Norwegian tradition and heritage. AUKRUST is made for both
adults and children. The illustrations have been carefully selected

137 001
137 002
137 003
137 004

25 cl
25 cl
25 cl
25 cl

Mug To Må Man Være		
Mug Solan Tar Sats		
Mug Solan & Tranetrekket		
Mug Ludvig & Skorgan		

in collaboration with the Aukrust Foundation, and are officially
licensed products. They are charming collectibles for anyone
who loves the legendary Aukrust, and a great gift for children of
all ages. AUKRUST is made in the best quality, beautifully white
porcelain and finished with a strong, durable glaze. Each piece has
a simple, functional aesthetic and comes with Aukrust’s unique
signature. They are the perfect fit for any traditional Norwegian home.

28 cl
28 cl
28 cl
28 cl

Teresa Bergerud

Studio Magnor

Teresa Bergerud has worked for Magnor Glassverk during 20082014, and
designed several of Magnor’s products during these
years. Teresa Bergerud has a Bachelors degree in product
design from HIOA (2003) and has experience as the founder of
Gulberg Design, graphic design and as an owner of a furniture
factory. For Magnor, she has designed the series Alba and Børli.
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Magnor’s own design team, Studio Magnor, creates wonderful
design products that will be loved and used through generations.
These products are mouth-blown and hand crafted by experienced
glassblowers in a timeless style which contributes to its elegant
and sophisticated look. Magnor is continuously working to create
new, high quality designs which make every day a celebration.
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TOKYO GUNMETAL
Design Simen Staalnacke

cutlery really stands out from the crowd, with its luxurious gunmetal
coating and sleek design. Each piece carries the famous Magnor
brand on the back, and an exquisite origami figure on the handle. It is
available in three sets, all delivered in a beautiful gift box.

TOKYO GUNMETAL is an elegant and unique cutlery set created by
the famous design and entrepreneur, Simen Staalnacke. Inspired
by the city of Tokyo, where modern design constantly interacts with
ancient tradition in new and interesting ways, this top quality 18/10

980 720
980 721
980 722

4-pcs tableset (1 pc fork, knife, spoon, tea spoon)
16-pcs set (4 pcs knife/fork/spoon/tea spoon)
Salad set (1 pc salad spoon/salad fork)

Nr. 980 701
Knife
238 mm

Nr. 980 702
Fork
208 mm

Nr. 980 703
Spoon
208 mm

Nr. 980 704
Tea spoon
148 mm

Simen Staalnacke
Simen Staalnacke is one of Norway’s most popular and experienced designers,
well known for his success as an entrepreneur and founder of Moods of
Norway. Often appearing in various TV programs and other media, Simen
has an in-depth knowledge of the fashion industry and has garnered
praise from all over the world while also being recognised - and loved - in
his home country. He excels in adding a touch of joy and madness to the
authentic and quintessentially Norwegian. For Magnor Glassworks he has
designed the modern and stylish collections PI, SHINE, STONE and TOKYO.
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Nr. 980 705
Salad spoon
255 mm

Nr. 980 706
Salad fork
255 mm

PURE BLACK
Design Halvor Bakke

Interior and furniture designer Halvor Bakke has designed the
exclusive cutlery, PURE for Magnor. His inspiration is drawn from
nature and from his own design expression: a sense of clean, simple,
elegant and sophisticated style that fits perfectly in the Norwegian
home. PURE is modern and timeless, and you will find it perfectly
on trend with the contemporary style of larger plates and settings.

980 520
980 521
980 525

PURE is a superior range of cutlery, made in the highest quality steel,
18/10. The parts are large and beautifully weighted, each cast in
one piece without joints. The quality of the luxurious, clean design
is carried into every aspect of the manufacturing. Each piece has a
brand signature and is delivered in an attractive gift box with silver
embossing.

4-pcs tableset (1 pc fork, knife, spoon, tea spoon)
24-pcs set (6 pcs fork, knife, spoon, tea spoon)
Snack forks (6-pack)
Knife

Halvor Bakke
Halvor Bakke is one of the most popular interior designers in Norway, well
known for presenting various interior design programs on television. He
has developed interior and furniture collections, created colour maps and
wallpaper, as well as kitchen and cabins. With his excellent knowledge
of interior design, Halvor Bakke provides a wealth of inspiration for
Norwegian homes. For Magnor he has successfully designed bestsellers
Cap Classique, Cape, Lerk, Lux, Noir, Pure, Rocks, Savanna, Skyline, Trae
and Winter. He is currently presenting three new designs: CLIFTON glass
series, LINEN porcelain series, ROCKS TOPAZ lanterns and WOOD lantern.
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Fork

Spoon

Tea spoon Snack fork

PURE CHAMPAGNE
Special Edition

Design Halvor Bakke

Designed by interior and furniture designer Halvor Bakke, PURE
CHAMPAGNE is a luxurious cutlery set inspired by nature’s purity
and boasts a design expression that fits perfectly into Norwegian
homes. Contemporary and timeless, tight and masculine, yet at

980 326
980 306
980 325

24-pcs set (6 pcs fork, knife, spoon, tea spoon)
Cake server				
280 mm
4-pcs cake fork set				

the same time chic with its matte golden champagne-coloured
appearance; the quality of the luxurious, clean design is carried into
every aspect of the composition. Each item is generously sized and
beautifully weighted, and the set is delivered in an attractive gift box.

980 307
Knife

170 mm

980 308
Fork

980 310
Spoon

980 311
Tea spoon

Halvor Bakke
Halvor Bakke is one of the most popular interior designers in Norway, well
known for presenting various interior design programs on television. He
has developed interior and furniture collections, created colour maps and
wallpaper, as well as kitchen and cabins. With his excellent knowledge
of interior design, Halvor Bakke provides a wealth of inspiration for
Norwegian homes. For Magnor he has successfully designed bestsellers
Cap Classique, Cape, Lerk, Lux, Noir, Pure, Rocks, Savanna, Skyline, Trae
and Winter. He is currently presenting three new designs: CLIFTON glass
series, LINEN porcelain series, ROCKS TOPAZ lanterns and WOOD lantern.
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980 305
Cake fork

980 306
Cake server

CAPE COFFEE PRESS
Design Halvor Bakke

CAPE is an elegant and luxurious coffee press with matching
porcelain, designed by interior designer Halvor Bakke. He found the
inspiration for the design during one of his many trips to Cape Town,
when he stumbled upon a stylish wrought iron gate in the old Dutch
colonial style, Cape Dutch. The discreet and sophisticated pattern has
been transferred to a beautiful coffee press with a simple, classic, yet

138 050
138 051

Coffee press matte champagne
Coffee press matte gunmetal

modern feel. The coffee press comes in two colours with a durable
finish; matt champagne and matt gunmetal. Every aspect of the design
has been completed in minute detail, resulting in a sophisticated look.
Cape invites you to stylish coffee celebrations and grand occasions.
This is a coffee press that will stay in the family for generations to
come.

1 liter
1 liter

Halvor Bakke
Halvor Bakke is one of the most popular interior designers in Norway, well
known for presenting various interior design programs on television. He
has developed interior and furniture collections, created colour maps and
wallpaper, as well as kitchen and cabins. With his excellent knowledge
of interior design, Halvor Bakke provides a wealth of inspiration for
Norwegian homes. For Magnor he has successfully designed bestsellers
Cap Classique, Cape, Lerk, Lux, Noir, Pure, Rocks, Savanna, Skyline, Trae
and Winter. He is currently presenting three new designs: CLIFTON glass
series, LINEN porcelain series, ROCKS TOPAZ lanterns and WOOD lantern.
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CAPE DECOR TRAY
Design Halvor Bakke

CAPE is an elegant and luxurious decorative tray which comes in
two beautiful designs: matte champagne and matte gunmetal. It was
designed by the interior designer and television profile Halvor Bakke,
who found inspiration during one of his many trips to Cape Town in
South Africa. Early one morning he came across a stylish wrought

138 060
138 061

Decor tray matte champagne
Decor tray matte gunmetal		

iron gate in the old Dutch colonial style, “Cape Dutch,” eventually
transferring its sophisticated pattern to this beautiful metal tray, with
its exclusive matte finish which expertly blends the classical with a
contemporary design expression.

350 mm
350 mm

Halvor Bakke
Halvor Bakke is one of the most popular interior designers in Norway, well
known for presenting various interior design programs on television. He
has developed interior and furniture collections, created colour maps and
wallpaper, as well as kitchen and cabins. With his excellent knowledge
of interior design, Halvor Bakke provides a wealth of inspiration for
Norwegian homes. For Magnor he has successfully designed bestsellers
Cap Classique, Cape, Lerk, Lux, Noir, Pure, Rocks, Savanna, Skyline, Trae
and Winter. He is currently presenting three new designs: CLIFTON glass
series, LINEN porcelain series, ROCKS TOPAZ lanterns and WOOD lantern.
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IGLO

Design Knut & Kjartan

IGLO is a beautiful and atmospheric series of vases / lanterns, designed by
the famous couple KNUT & KJARTAN. Imagine the organic shape of an ice
block reflected in the sunset in a frozen Arctic landscape; the sense of how

306 711
306 712
306 713

Tealight holder ash black
Tealight holder royal blue
Tealight holder warm cognac

306 721
306 722
306 723

Lantern/vase medium ash black
Lantern/vase medium royal blue
Lantern/vase medium warm cognac

150 mm
150 mm
150 mm

306 731
306 732
306 733

Lantern/vase large ash black
Lantern/vase large royal blue
Lantern/vase large warm cognac

220 mm
220 mm
220 mm

the light changes the ice sculpture according to where the reflections and
refractions fall. The Norwegian word «igloo» comes from the Inuit word «iglu»
which means house - a snow house made of beautiful translucent ice blocks.

90 mm
90 mm
90 mm

Knut & Kjartan

Halvor Bakke

KNUT & KJARTAN first became known through the reality
show Sommerhytta on TV 2, where they were followed not
only for their renovations, but also for their journey to having
their beautiful daughter through a surrogate in the USA.
Today, she literally colours their world. With the new series
IGLO, Knut & Kjartan designs their debut collection for Magnor
Glassverk, with inspiration from the many ice lanterns of
childhood. Welcome our new wonderful designer couple!
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THE BUCKET
Design Jan Thomas

THE BUCKET is an exclusive and sophisticated series of tealight
holders, lanterns, vases and ice buckets, designed by the famous
stylist Jan Thomas. The inspiration for the series was drawn from his
own childhood home where his mother always made sure to keep

301 711
301 712

Tealight holder Earth Brown
Tealight holder Soft Grey

301 721
301 722

Vase/hurricane lantern Earth Brown
Vase/hurricane lantern Soft Grey

160 mm
160 mm

301 731
301 732

Vase/hurricane lantern Earth Brown
Vase/hurricane lantern Soft Grey

200 mm
200 mm

301 741
301 742

Ice bucket/vase Earth Brown
Ice bucket/vase Soft Grey

240 mm
240 mm

bountiful vases full of flowers. Jan Thomas has captured these fond
memories in a beautiful and timeless design that takes the shape of
an elegant ice bucket. Bring some added style and luxury into your
home with THE BUCKET.

95 mm
95 mm

Jan Thomas
Jan Thomas is Norway’s most famous stylist. In addition, he is a sought after presenter,
TV personality, author and successful entrepreneur with his beauty salons in Oslo.
With his own makeup/haircare/skincare products, he has achieved great success
and is one of the Nordic region’s largest beauty brands. For Jan Thomas, the product
has never been his primary focus, it has always been the people and his ability to
create memorable experiences. Along with his many travels to the biggest cities
in the world, he gained his inspiration from over 20 years in Hollywood. He started
with hair and continues on with interior design. For Magnor he has designed the
extraordinary series AMORE, LOVE and THE BUCKET, based on his own life experiences.
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SHINE

Design Simen Staalnacke

SHINE is a collection of inviting lanterns and vases, designed by the
famous designer Simen Staalnacke. He has taken inspiration from
the enchanting, shimmering light of the full moon. Shine is a tribute
to the moonlight and those magical hours when everything is calm
and serene. It is all about creating a good atmosphere and adding

318 801
318 811
318 821
318 831

Tealight holder
Lantern
Vase tall
Vase low

elegance to your home, in contrast to our often busy daily lives. SHINE
is mouth-blown and handmade by experienced glass blowers, and
painted in a gorgeous and shiny metallic lustre. We recommend you
always wash it by hand to preserve this beautiful finish. Let SHINE give
you a feeling of everyday luxury in your own home!

65 mm
105 mm
305 mm
205 mm

Simen Staalnacke
Simen Staalnacke is one of Norway’s most popular and experienced designers,
well known for his success as an entrepreneur and founder of Moods of
Norway. Often appearing in various TV programs and other media, Simen
has an in-depth knowledge of the fashion industry and has garnered
praise from all over the world while also being recognised - and loved - in
his home country. He excels in adding a touch of joy and madness to the
authentic and quintessentially Norwegian. For Magnor Glassworks he has
designed the modern and stylish collections PI, SHINE, STONE and TOKYO.
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SAVANNA
Design Halvor Bakke

SAVANNA is a series of dazzling, sleek lanterns made in luxurious
art glass, designed by the interior designer Halvor Bakke. He took
inspiration from his safari tours to the African savannah, combining
patterns reminiscent of exotic animal prints with traditional Nordic

308 201
308 202
308 203

Lantern/vase small
Lantern/vase medium
Lantern/vase large

shapes. The lanterns produce a striking play of light, but are equally
suited to being used as vases. Each one is unique, and they all carry
the designer’s famous signature as proof of their exceptional quality.

140 mm
190 mm
240 mm

Halvor Bakke
Halvor Bakke is one of the most popular interior designers in Norway, well
known for presenting various interior design programs on television. He
has developed interior and furniture collections, created colour maps and
wallpaper, as well as kitchen and cabins. With his excellent knowledge
of interior design, Halvor Bakke provides a wealth of inspiration for
Norwegian homes. For Magnor he has successfully designed bestsellers
Cap Classique, Cape, Lerk, Lux, Noir, Pure, Rocks, Savanna, Skyline, Trae
and Winter. He is currently presenting three new designs: CLIFTON glass
series, LINEN porcelain series, ROCKS TOPAZ lanterns and WOOD lantern.
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SKYLINE
Design Halvor Bakke

Halvor Bakke drew inspiration from his travels around the world, and
SKYLINE was the artistic result of a trip to Shanghai. There he sat on
the 43rd floor looking out over the city, fascinated by the lights. He
gave the SKYLINE series a tight, clean and masculine expression in

308 150
308 210
308 760
308 010
308 710
308 720
308 730

Dish with stem charcoal
Dish charcoal 		
Candleholder charcoal 		
Vase charcoal				
Tealight holder charcoal
		
Lantern low/vase charcoal		
Lantern tall/vase charcoal 		

145 mm
280 mm
220 mm
300 mm
70 mm
150 mm
200 mm

308 718
308 728
308 738

Tealight holder blue 			
Lantern low/vase blue 			
Lantern tall/vase blue 			

70 mm
150 mm
200 mm

sparkling charcoal or blue glass. Like the gray skyscrapers in contrast
to the clear sky, these products create an illusion of big city estetics
which make for a trendy and stylish interior.

Halvor Bakke
Halvor Bakke is one of the most popular interior designers in Norway, well
known for presenting various interior design programs on television. He
has developed interior and furniture collections, created colour maps and
wallpaper, as well as kitchen and cabins. With his excellent knowledge
of interior design, Halvor Bakke provides a wealth of inspiration for
Norwegian homes. For Magnor he has successfully designed bestsellers
Cap Classique, Cape, Lerk, Lux, Noir, Pure, Rocks, Savanna, Skyline, Trae
and Winter. He is currently presenting three new designs: CLIFTON glass
series, LINEN porcelain series, ROCKS TOPAZ lanterns and WOOD lantern.
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SKYLINE LUX
Design Halvor Bakke

SKYLINE LUX is luxurious variation of the popular series Skyline.
The series has an exclusive, hand cut and decorative design,
created by the famous interior and furniture designer, Halvor

308 752
308 750
308 751
308 749

Vase clear					
Lantern/vase small clear			
Lantern/vase large clear			
Lantern/vase/bowl XL clear		

300 mm
150 mm
200 mm
250 mm

308 719
308 729
308 739

Vase charcoal			
Lantern/vase small charcoal		
Lantern/vase large charcoal		

300 mm
150 mm
200 mm

Bakke. Skyline Lux is handmade and mouth-blown by experienced
glassblowers, and is a continuation of the popular Skyline series found
in dark grey and blue. Each piece is, of course, signed Halvor Bakke.

Halvor Bakke
Halvor Bakke is one of the most popular interior designers in Norway, well
known for presenting various interior design programs on television. He
has developed interior and furniture collections, created colour maps and
wallpaper, as well as kitchen and cabins. With his excellent knowledge
of interior design, Halvor Bakke provides a wealth of inspiration for
Norwegian homes. For Magnor he has successfully designed bestsellers
Cap Classique, Cape, Lerk, Lux, Noir, Pure, Rocks, Savanna, Skyline, Trae
and Winter. He is currently presenting three new designs: CLIFTON glass
series, LINEN porcelain series, ROCKS TOPAZ lanterns and WOOD lantern.
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WOOD
Design Halvor Bakke

The ROCKS series is designed for Magnor by the famous interior
designer Halvor Bakke. He found the inspiration for the lanterns
during his many trips to Mølen in Norway. There, he strolled along
the shore and enjoyed the sight of rough stones at the waterfront
and beautiful rock formations of moraines that were created in

309300

Lantern clear w/light wooden base

the ice age. He has seen the shapes and colours as well as the
authenticity and integrity of the countryside and allowed himself
to play with nature’s shapes. This is how he created the series,
Rocks; by turning nature’s alluring, yet wild and naked shapes into
beautiful lanterns. Each piece can also be used as an elegant vase.

280 mm

Halvor Bakke
Halvor Bakke is one of the most popular interior designers in Norway, well
known for presenting various interior design programs on television. He
has developed interior and furniture collections, created colour maps and
wallpaper, as well as kitchen and cabins. With his excellent knowledge
of interior design, Halvor Bakke provides a wealth of inspiration for
Norwegian homes. For Magnor he has successfully designed bestsellers
Cap Classique, Cape, Lerk, Lux, Noir, Pure, Rocks, Savanna, Skyline, Trae
and Winter. He is currently presenting three new designs: CLIFTON glass
series, LINEN porcelain series, ROCKS TOPAZ lanterns and WOOD lantern.
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ROCKS TOPAZ
Design Halvor Bakke

The ROCKS series is designed for Magnor by the famous interior
designer Halvor Bakke. He found the inspiration for the lanterns
during his many trips to Mølen in Norway. There, he strolled along
the shore and enjoyed the sight of rough stones at the waterfront
and beautiful rock formations of moraines that were created in

310 714
310 734

Tealight holder/vase topaz
Lantern/vase topaz

the ice age. He has seen the shapes and colours as well as the
authenticity and integrity of the countryside and allowed himself
to play with nature’s shapes. This is how he created the series,
Rocks; by turning nature’s alluring, yet wild and naked shapes into
beautiful lanterns. Each piece can also be used as an elegant vase.

120 mm
220 mm

Halvor Bakke
Halvor Bakke is one of the most popular interior designers in Norway, well
known for presenting various interior design programs on television. He
has developed interior and furniture collections, created colour maps and
wallpaper, as well as kitchen and cabins. With his excellent knowledge
of interior design, Halvor Bakke provides a wealth of inspiration for
Norwegian homes. For Magnor he has successfully designed bestsellers
Cap Classique, Cape, Lerk, Lux, Noir, Pure, Rocks, Savanna, Skyline, Trae
and Winter. He is currently presenting three new designs: CLIFTON glass
series, LINEN porcelain series, ROCKS TOPAZ lanterns and WOOD lantern.
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ROCKS CHARCOAL
Design Halvor Bakke

The ROCKS series is designed for Magnor by the famous interior
designer Halvor Bakke. He found the inspiration for the lanterns
during his many trips to Mølen in Norway. There, he strolled along
the shore and enjoyed the sight of rough stones at the waterfront
and beautiful rock formations of moraines that were created in

310 710
310 730

Tealight holder/vase charcoal		
Lantern/vase charcoal		

120 mm
220 mm

310 820
310 830
310 840

Lamp small charcoal, electric
Lamp medium charcoal, electric
Lamp large charcoal, electric		

150 mm
220 mm
280 mm

the ice age. He has seen the shapes and colours as well as the
authenticity and integrity of the countryside and allowed himself
to play with nature’s shapes. This is how he created the series,
Rocks; by turning nature’s alluring, yet wild and naked shapes into
beautiful lanterns. Each piece can also be used as an elegant vase.

Halvor Bakke
Halvor Bakke is one of the most popular interior designers in Norway, well
known for presenting various interior design programs on television. He
has developed interior and furniture collections, created colour maps and
wallpaper, as well as kitchen and cabins. With his excellent knowledge
of interior design, Halvor Bakke provides a wealth of inspiration for
Norwegian homes. For Magnor he has successfully designed bestsellers
Cap Classique, Cape, Lerk, Lux, Noir, Pure, Rocks, Savanna, Skyline, Trae
and Winter. He is currently presenting three new designs: CLIFTON glass
series, LINEN porcelain series, ROCKS TOPAZ lanterns and WOOD lantern.
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ROCKS CLEAR

Design Halvor Bakke

ROCKS CLEAR is a continuation of the popular Rocks Charcoal series, this
time with a beautifully sparkling, clear design. The lamp comes with a
light oak base, 4.5W dimmable LED bulb and 3m white textile cord for

310 715
310 735

Tealight holder/vase clear
Lantern/vase clear

120 mm
220 mm

310 835

Lamp medium clear w/white fabric cord

220 mm

hanging. With shapes inspired by beautiful rock formations formed in the
Ice Age, interior designer and TV personality Halvor Bakke has channeled
nature’s alluring, yet wild and naked forms into this elegant series.

Halvor Bakke

Halvor Bakke

Halvor Bakke is one of the most popular interior designers in Norway, well
known for presenting various interior design programs on television. He
has developed interior and furniture collections, created colour maps and
wallpaper, as well as kitchen and cabins. With his excellent knowledge
of interior design, Halvor Bakke provides a wealth of inspiration for
Norwegian homes. For Magnor he has successfully designed bestsellers
Cap Classique, Cape, Lerk, Lux, Noir, Pure, Rocks, Savanna, Skyline, Trae
and Winter. He is currently presenting three new designs: CLIFTON glass
series, LINEN porcelain series, ROCKS TOPAZ lanterns and WOOD lantern.
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ROCKS BLUE

ROCKS GREEN

Design Halvor Bakke

Design Halvor Bakke

ROCKS BLUE is a continuation of the Rocks series of elegant and sophisticated
lanterns, now presented in a luscious sea blue colour. It consists of two parts:
a hurricane lantern and a candleholder, with shapes inspired by beautiful
rock formations created in the Ice Age. Associated with inner peace, blue

310 716
310 736

Tealight holder/vase blue
Lantern/vase blue

is a much-loved colour in Norway, and each one of these mouth-blown,
handmade pieces effortlessly combines the functional with the aesthetic. Let
Halvor Bakke bring the authentic beauty of the natural world into your home!

ROCKS GREEN is our range of elegant lanterns in a sophisticated dark
green colour. The ROCKS series is designed for us by the famous
interior designer, Halvor Bakke. He has brought his appreciation of
nature to his own designs - the shapes and colours of nature and the
authentic beauty of the natural world - and allowed himself to play
with nature’s design in his own creations. Nature’s beautiful, wild and

310 711 Tealight holder/vase green		
310 731 Lantern/vase green

120 mm
220 mm

raw shapes have become these stunning interior products for Nordic
homes. ROCKS GREEN consists of two parts: a hurricane lantern and
a candleholder. All are mouth-blown and handcrafted by proud glassblowers. Each one is unique and authentic, perfect for those who value
the functional as well as the aesthetically beautiful. Also available in
charcoal, frost, and amber.

120 mm
220 mm

Halvor Bakke

Halvor Bakke

Halvor Bakke is one of the most popular interior designers in Norway, well
known for presenting various interior design programs on television. He
has developed interior and furniture collections, created colour maps and
wallpaper, as well as kitchen and cabins. With his excellent knowledge
of interior design, Halvor Bakke provides a wealth of inspiration for
Norwegian homes. For Magnor he has successfully designed bestsellers
Cap Classique, Cape, Lerk, Lux, Noir, Pure, Rocks, Savanna, Skyline, Trae
and Winter. He is currently presenting three new designs: CLIFTON glass
series, LINEN porcelain series, ROCKS TOPAZ lanterns and WOOD lantern.
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Halvor Bakke is one of the most popular interior designers in Norway, well
known for presenting various interior design programs on television. He
has developed interior and furniture collections, created colour maps and
wallpaper, as well as kitchen and cabins. With his excellent knowledge
of interior design, Halvor Bakke provides a wealth of inspiration for
Norwegian homes. For Magnor he has successfully designed bestsellers
Cap Classique, Cape, Lerk, Lux, Noir, Pure, Rocks, Savanna, Skyline, Trae
and Winter. He is currently presenting three new designs: CLIFTON glass
series, LINEN porcelain series, ROCKS TOPAZ lanterns and WOOD lantern.
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ZEBRA

Design Camilla Prytz

ZEBRA is an exclusive and unique series of art glass pieces, designed
by the renowned artist Camilla Prytz. An example of genuine
Norwegian handicraft, ZEBRA is made in the finest crystal and
created by professional glassblowers in the glassworks at Magnor

219 100
219 101

Bowl small
Bowl large

145 mm
215 mm

219 102

Lamp, electric

220 mm

Glassverk, in collaboration with Camilla Prytz herself. With a pattern
as unique as a human fingerprint, the zebra symbolizes individualism
and strong will, while at the same time being part of a flock.

Camilla Prytz
Camilla Prytz is a certified designer and artist who has been creating
jewellery and objects in glass, metal and enamel for over 25 years. She
has had a wide range of exhibits at home and abroad, and her jewellery
has adorned the necks of both princesses and superstars. Her work is
inspired by collective symbolism and moves between art, design and
fashion. Camilla has always been passionate about old handicrafts and
locally produced designs, and now she’s come back to where it all started:
glassblowing. She has designed the art glass series ZEBRA for Magnor.
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ZEPPELINER
Design Katinka von der Lippe

ZEPPELINER is a series of beautiful lamps, lanterns and vases in
handmade glass coupled with fine details in polished brass, inspired
by the impressive shape of old airships and their characteristic
lines. Emulating these impeccable lines on a glass surface requires
204 015
204 016

Vase blue matte
Vase sea green matte

300 mm
300 mm

204 711
204 713
204 714

Lantern white matte
Lantern ash green matte
Lantern ash green shiny

190 mm
190 mm
190 mm

204 801
204 802
204 803
204 804

Table lamp small blue matte
Table lamp small white matte
Table lamp small ash green matte
Table lamp small ash green shiny

215 mm
215 mm
215 mm
215 mm

204 812
204 814

Table lamp tall blue matte
Table lamp tall ash green shiny

305 mm
305 mm

204 851
204 853
204 854

Pendant small white matte
Pendant small ash green matte
Pendant small ash green shiny

215 mm
215 mm
215 mm

204 863
204 864

Pendant large ash green matte
Pendant large ash green shiny

305 mm
305 mm

the most
Zeppeliner
of colour;
matte or

precise craftsmanship from our glassblowers at Magnor.
is mouthblown and shaped in three distinctive shades
ash green, white and blue. You can decide between a
shiny surface, each creating a different light experience.

Katinka von der Lippe
Katinka von der Lippe is a recognized designer with a broad design
background, - from cars to furniture,
porcelain and glass. She holds
a Master of Arts and has received Red Dot award, Brit Design Award,
and a series of Norwegian Design Awards.
She has her own design
studio and workshop in Oslo where she develops and produces her
unique designs. She brings together materials such as glass and metal
with skilful aesthetic and technical insight. Her return to glass, art and
craft is also a tribute to her childhood, growing up in a family of artists in
generations. Her latest design is the beautiful Zeppeliner series for Magnor.
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ZEPPELINER
Design Katinka von der Lippe
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SKOG

MUNCH
Design Magnor Studio

Design Caroline Olsson

Girls on the Bridge

Starry Night

timeless, and well suited to a modern home or public environment. Skog
lamps are delivered with an electrical base for Scandinavia.

Beautiful, green, glass sculptures together with oak create a beautiful and
green forest of art glass. These designer lamps can stand alone or in a group.
With their unique, simple design and good organic forms the lamps are

820 001
820 002
820 003

Bruse lamp			
Furu lamp			
Gran lamp			

MUNCH ART BLOCKS are made in collaboration with the Munch
Museum in Oslo, and feature lithographs of Munch’s original paintings,
transferred onto crystal blocks. Produced by Magnor via a unique
process, the large blocks are being released in a limited edition of
1,000 pieces. Each one is numbered and delivered with a certificate

112 001
112 002
112 012
112 013
112 051
112 052
112 062
112 063

255 mm
310 mm
455 mm

The Scream

The Sun

Art block Girls on the Bridge 		
Art block Starry Night 			
Art block The Sun 			
Art block The Sceam 			
Art block Girls on the Bridge 		
Art block Starry Night 			
Art block The Sun 			
Art block The Sceam 			

of authentication. The small art blocks, released in unlimited quantity,
are the perfect size for gift giving. The Munch Art Blocks series consists
of eight blocks which are handmade by experienced craftsmen at
Magnor. All the pieces have a unique feel and bear one of Edvard
Munch’s paintings with signature.

26x19 cm
26x19 cm
19x26 cm
19x26 cm
14x10 cm
14x10 cm
10x14 cm
10x14 cm

Officially Licenced Products
Munch Museum

Caroline Olsson
The designer of the series SKOG is Caroline Olsson. Caroline has a degree
as a product designer, and enjoys working directly with the material,
preferably in collaboration with industry professionals, to create her pieces.
Caroline is committed to creating poetic products that will feel meaningful
to own and to live with for years to come. She grew up in the deep
forests of Magnor, Eidskog, which is also home to Magnor Glassverk.
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BOBLEN CHARCOAL
Design Finn Schjøll

BOBLEN CHARCOAL is a continuation of Finn Schjøll’s great design
success with Boblen, now available in this beautiful and elegant
charcoal colour. The famous flower decorator Finn Schjøll knows his
flowers and how to create the perfect vase for them, and here he was

211 037
211 036
211 035

Vase mini charcoal
Vase small charcoal
Vase medium charcoal

inspired by soft drops of water, with delicately formed collars helping
the flowers to stand together beautifully. The vases have plenty of
room for water, allowing the flowers to live for longer. They fit nicely
into groups, with the shape of each vase complementing the others.

70 mm
120 mm
160 mm

Finn Schjøll
Finn Schjøll is one of the most popular florists and television
personalities in Norway, well known for his good humour
and wisdom. He is an expert on flowers and decorations,
and is constantly finding new inspiration when it comes to
helping people arrange their homes and entertain friends
and family. For Magnor Glassworks he has had much
success with the series Boblen, Dråpen, Florytale and One.
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BOBLEN CLEAR

Photo: ingvild Rebnes

Design Finn Schjøll

BOBLEN CLEAR is a true bestseller.The design is inspired by water
drops, like pearls on leaves after the rain. The wide collar of the
vase supports small flowers beautifully. Boblen is mouth-blown and

211 001
211 010
211 020
211 030

Vase mini 1-pack clear 			
Vase small clear				
Vase medium clear				
Vase large clear				

handcrafted by experienced glassblowers with long traditions in the
craft. Each piece is unique and carries the well-known signature of
Finn Schjøll.

70 mm
120 mm
160 mm
200 mm

Finn Schjøll
Finn Schjøll is one of the most popular florists and television
personalities in Norway, well known for his good humour
and wisdom. He is an expert on flowers and decorations,
and is constantly finding new inspiration when it comes to
helping people arrange their homes and entertain friends
and family. For Magnor Glassworks he has had much
success with the series Boblen, Dråpen, Florytale and One.
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DRÅPEN

ONE

Design Finn Schjøll

Design Finn Schjøll

DRÅPEN is elongated, soft, beautiful and timeless. The design is inspired
by water drops on bare branches at the very playful moment when they
let go and fall. The vases are as bright and sparkling as the water drops.
The curved collar of the vases support the flowers and help them to

207 010
207 020
207 030

Vase small clear			
Vase medium clear			
Vase large clear		

stand nice and tall. Put several vases together in small groups. All pieces
are mouth blown and handmade by experienced glass blowers with
long traditions in the craft, which gives each vase a unique personal
touch. They all carry Finn Schjøll’s famous signature on the collar.

200 mm
250 mm
300 mm

ONE is an elegant and artistic glass vase with a soft and elongated shape.
Designed by TV personality Finn Schjøll and inspired by his wonderful world
of flowers, ONE comes in three gorgeous colours: clear, blue and green shiny
crystal. . Here Finn has made a unique and luxurious vase which, with its

207 100
207 101
207 102

Vase clear		
Vase blue			
Vase green		

gorgeous shape and sober play of light, is a jewel in the home, requiring
only a single flower or a few straws or leaves. ONE shines equally well on its
own, or as part of a group of other ornaments.

ca 400 mm
ca 400 mm
ca 400 mm

Finn Schjøll

Finn Schjøll
Finn Schjøll is one of the most popular florists and television
personalities in Norway, well known for his good humour
and wisdom. He is an expert on flowers and decorations,
and is constantly finding new inspiration when it comes to
helping people arrange their homes and entertain friends
and family. For Magnor Glassworks he has had much
success with the series Boblen, Dråpen, Florytale and One.
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Finn Schjøll is one of the most popular florists and television
personalities in Norway, well known for his good humour and wisdom.
He is an expert on flowers and decorations, and is constantly finding
new inspiration when it comes to helping people arrange their homes
and entertain friends and family. For Magnor Glassworks he has had
much success with the series Boblen, Dråpen, Florytale and One.
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Snøhetta
A variety of vases found in an array of sizes. All are mouth
blown
and
shaped
manually.
These
beautiful
models
are
characterized
by
beautiful
lustre,
deep
ringing
sound
and
fabulous play of light. Choose between plain or decorated vases.

VASES CLEAR

Rocks design Halvor Bakke

207 010
207 020
207 030

Dråpen vase small			
Dråpen vase medium 		
Dråpen vase large		

200 mm
250 mm
300 mm

211 001
211 010
211 020
211 030

Boblen vase mini 1-pack 		
Boblen vase small			
Boblen vase medium			
Boblen vase large			

70 mm
120 mm
160 mm
200 mm

310 715
310 735

Rocks tealight holder/vase clear
Rocks hurricane lantern/vase clear

120 mm
220 mm

709 020

Julie vase 			

195 mm

710 010
710 011
710 012

Snøhetta vase		
Snøhetta vase		
Snøhetta vase		

190 mm
220 mm
270 mm

712 012

Bukett vase 			

210 mm

722 001

Amadeus vase 		

230 mm

733 012
733 014
733 016
733 020

Sjusjøen vase 		
Sjusjøen vase 		
Sjusjøen vase 		
Sjusjøen vase 		

160 mm
190 mm
220 mm
250 mm

Sjusjøen

Sjusjøen
Dråpen design Finn Schjøll
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Boblen design Finn Schjøll
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Amadeus

Villmark

Julie

Bukett

SNE

GEILO
Design Stein Nilsen

Design Per Spook

In this series, known as SNE - the Norwegian word for snow - Per
Spook is inspired by the chilly elegance of nature. His interpretation
of snow allows us to see the dancing of snow crystals magnified into
floating particles of gold. Bowls, vases, dishes, and tealight - all of
240 020
240 030
240 210
240 320
240 330
240 730

Vase triangle 			
Vase/jug 			
Dish round 			
Bowl round 			
Bowl round 			
Candleholder 			

which are designed either alone or in combination to gladden both
the eye and the hand with flakes of gold and ice-white in clear crystal.
All pieces have the designer’s characteristic signature embossed on
the underside.

205 mm
170 mm
290 mm
145 mm
170 mm
85 mm

Norwegian, robust, strong and monumental Geilo is patterned with
air bubbles and iron filings. The timeless design is ever popular. The
pattern of air bubbles and iron filings are completely embedded in
the glass.
680 011
680 212
680 310
680 311

Vase 				
Dish 				
Bowl 				
Bowl 				

190 mm
350 mm
160 mm
240 mm

Per Spook

Stein Nilsen

Per Spook is one of Norway’s most recognised designers. He was born
in 1939 and educated at the Oslo School of Art and Ecole de la Chambre
de la Haute Couture in Paris. He worked for several major design houses
and fashion designers, such as Dior, Saint Laurent and Louis Féraud, until
1977, when he opened his own fashion house in Paris. His collaboration
with Magnor started in 1995 and has resulted in Kongle crystal (1996), and
SNE. Today, Per Spook is a renowned artist, known as a fashion designer,
painter, photographer and glass designer, inspired by his love of nature.
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Stein Nilsen (1934 - 2014 ) has designed several of Magnor’s
bestsellers. The cooperation began in 1972. Eternal and popular
series such as Geilo, Skute and Villmark have been created through
his dependable design. With his education from Statens Håndverksog Kunstindustriskole
in Oslo, Stein Nilsen has always been
focused on Norwegian craft. He was inspired by the glassblowers
in the ancient art of glass's color, light and shape. He has created
products that give a feeling of direct contact with past generations.
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SYMRE

Design Kristine Bjaadal

SYMRE is a series of stylish, classic vases designed by Kristine
Bjaadal. The series consists of three different sizes and three colours,
by which you can compose your very own collection. The shapes
are adapted to different types of flowers - from small cuttings

303 010
303 011
303 012

Vase narrow small clear
Vase narrow small brown
Vase narrow small blue

180 mm
180 mm
180 mm

303 020
303 021
303 022

Vase narrow tall clear
Vase narrow tall browm
Vase narrow tall blue

280 mm
280 mm
280 mm

303 030
303 031
303 032

Vase wide clear
Vase wide brown
Vase wide blue

200 mm
200 mm
200 mm

and wildflowers to bouquets of cut flowers and long-stemmed
single plants. The vases are also decorative objects in themselves
and can be on display at all times - with or without flowers.

Kristine Bjaadal
Kristine Bjaadal holds a master’s degree in design from the Art Academy in Oslo
and runs her own design studio. She wants to use objects to tell stories and focuses
on how she, through her design of everyday objects, can make daily routines into
cherished rituals. She has a poetic approach to the use of materials and design which
combines sculptural expression with practical use. The result is functional objects
which simultaneously have a sculptural function. Kristine Bjaadal has exhibited her
work in many international cities, garnering plenty of attention in the national and
international design press. For Magnor Glassworks she has designed the bonbonniere
DROPS. She is currently presenting her new designs: MABEL bowls and SYMRE vases.
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MABEL

Design Kristine Bjaadal

MABEL is a series of decorative and functional glass bowls designed
by Kristine Bjaadal. Choose between a selection of nine options
consisting of three different sizes and colours, which can be mixed
and matched according to your personal taste. These items are

316 151
316 152
316 153

Bowl low brown
Bowl low blue
Bowl low green

H70/Ø180 mm
H70/Ø180 mm
H70/Ø180 mm

316 161
316 162
316 163

Bowl low large brown
Bowl low large blue
Bowl low large green

H90/Ø240 mm
H90/Ø240 mm
H90/Ø240 mm

316 301
316 302
316 303

Bowl tall brown
Bowl tall blue
Bowl tall green

just as suitable for everyday life as they are for parties and grand
occasions - whether you wish to serve crisp summer salads, Friday
snacks or oysters on ice. With timeless aesthetics and quality
equipped for frequent use, the bowls are also a durable choice.

H140/Ø180 mm
H140/Ø180 mm
H140/Ø180 mm

Kristine Bjaadal
Kristine Bjaadal holds a master’s degree in design from the Art Academy in Oslo
and runs her own design studio. She wants to use objects to tell stories and focuses
on how she, through her design of everyday objects, can make daily routines into
cherished rituals. She has a poetic approach to the use of materials and design which
combines sculptural expression with practical use. The result is functional objects
which simultaneously have a sculptural function. Kristine Bjaadal has exhibited her
work in many international cities, garnering plenty of attention in the national and
international design press. For Magnor Glassworks she has designed the bonbonniere
DROPS. She is currently presenting her new designs: MABEL bowls and SYMRE vases.
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PI (3,14)

Design Simen Staalnacke

PI (3,14) is a collection of minimalist, clean-cut and functional bowls,
designed by the renowned fashion and interior designer Simen
Staalnacke. Fascinated by the simple shape of the circle, he decided
to base his design on the mathematic formula of PI. In our ever-

302 151
302 152

Bowl small charcoal		
Bowl small blue		

140 mm
140 mm

302 301
302 302

Bowl medium charcoal		
Bowl medium blue		

180 mm
180 mm

302 311
302 312

Bowl large charcoal		
Bowl large blue		

220 mm
220 mm

changing world where everything is moving at lightning speed, there
is consolation in knowing that some things remain constant. PI is such
a constant; the ratio of a circle’s circumference to its diameter will
always remain 3,14.

Simen Staalnacke
Simen Staalnacke is one of Norway’s most popular and experienced designers,
well known for his success as an entrepreneur and founder of Moods of
Norway. Often appearing in various TV programs and other media, Simen
has an in-depth knowledge of the fashion industry and has garnered
praise from all over the world while also being recognised - and loved - in
his home country. He excels in adding a touch of joy and madness to the
authentic and quintessentially Norwegian. For Magnor Glassworks he has
designed the modern and stylish collections PI, SHINE, STONE and TOKYO.
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ISBJØRN

LUX

Design Studio Magnor

Design Halvor Bakke

Polar bear created by floating, glowing glass mass straight from the
oven. Small figures, simple pieces of art, made by hand with great
precision.

LUX are glamorous, decorative baubles with exclusive hand-cut details,
designed by interior designer Halvor Bakke. He has taken inspiration from
his popular series “Skyline Lux” to create ornaments that fit perfectly in
sophisticated interiors all year round, whether they’re hung in the window or
placed in decorative plates. LUX always lends a luxurious touch, wherever you

150 816
150 817
150 823

151 040
151 041

Polar bear small clear			
Polar bear medium clear		
Polar bear large clear			

50 mm
80 mm
170 mm

Bauble charcoal
Bauble charcoal

decide to put them. LUX decorative baubles are mouth-blown in sparkling
charcoal grey glass with hand-cut details. Each piece also carries Halvor
Bakke’s well-known signature to ensure lasting value. Add these to your
interior and bring luxury and elegance to your home.

80 mm
120 mm

Studio Magnor

Halvor Bakke

Magnor’s own design team, Studio Magnor, creates wonderful
design products that will be loved and used through generations.
These products are mouth-blown and hand crafted by experienced
glassblowers in a timeless style which contributes to its elegant
and sophisticated look. Magnor is continuously working to create
new, high quality designs which make every day a celebration.
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Halvor Bakke is one of the most popular interior designers in Norway, well
known for presenting various interior design programs on television. He
has developed interior and furniture collections, created colour maps and
wallpaper, as well as kitchen and cabins. With his excellent knowledge
of interior design, Halvor Bakke provides a wealth of inspiration for
Norwegian homes. For Magnor he has successfully designed bestsellers
Cap Classique, Cape, Lerk, Lux, Noir, Pure, Rocks, Savanna, Skyline, Trae
and Winter. He is currently presenting three new designs: CLIFTON glass
series, LINEN porcelain series, ROCKS TOPAZ lanterns and WOOD lantern.
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SE ILDEN LYSE

HIMMEL PÅ JORD

Design Jan Vincents Johannesen

Design Jan Vincents Johannessen

SE ILDEN LYSE are Christmas baubles with lyrics on the outside
and stardust inside, designed by the famous multi-artist Jan Vincent
Johannessen. The decorations and songs we associate with this
time of year are so evocative, and “Se Ilden Lyse” - with lyrics written

151 030
151 031

Christmas bauble small gold
Christmas bauble large gold

80 mm
120 mm

151 032
151 033

Christmas bauble small silver
Christmas bauble large silver

80 mm
120 mm

by Jan Vincent himself - has become part of this tradition for many
Norwegians. Make your Christmas even more memorable this
year with these charming, mouth-blown and handmade baubles.

Jan Vincents Johannessen

HIMMEL PÅ JORDChristmas Baubles are designed by the famous multiartist Jan Vincents Johannessen. Christmas does something to us all.
Not only the day itself, but the advent candles, angels, Christmas trees,
stars, Christmas ornaments and Christmas carols that come with it. The
well-known Norwegian Christmas song “Himmel På Jord” (Heaven On

151 001 Christmas bauble gold w/song
151 004 Christmas bauble silver w/song

80 mm
80 mm

151 011 Christmas bauble gold w/song
151 014 Christmas bauble silver w/song

120 mm
120 mm

Earth), written by Jan Vincents Johannessen, is all about this. The same
goes for these mouth blown Christmas Baubles with angel feathers.
These Christmas Baubles make Christmas even more beautiful.

Jan Vincents Johannessen

Jan Vincents Johannessen is one of the best multi-disciplinary artists in
Norway. His artistic scope includes paintings, prints, photography, glass
art, film, design, books, poetry and music.Within music, Johannessen has
composed numerous songs for Norwegian and international stars. Most
notably he wrote the lyrics to the official Olympic song, “Se ilden lyse” and
“Fire in Your Heart” recorded by Sissel / Placido Domingo, and “Himmel
på jord”, recorded by Kurt Nilsen. For Magnor Glassverk, Jan Vincents
Johannessen designed the Christmas baubles HIMMEL PÅ JORD with angel
feathers, and now the new series SE ILDEN LYSE with stars and stardust.

Jan Vincents Johannessen is one of the best multi-disciplinary artists in
Norway. His artistic scope includes paintings, prints, photography, glass
art, film, design, books, poetry and music.Within music, Johannessen has
composed numerous songs for Norwegian and international stars. Most
notably he wrote the lyrics to the official Olympic song, “Se ilden lyse” and
“Fire in Your Heart” recorded by Sissel / Placido Domingo, and “Himmel
på jord”, recorded by Kurt Nilsen. For Magnor Glassverk, Jan Vincents
Johannessen designed the Christmas baubles HIMMEL PÅ JORD with angel
feathers, and now the new series SE ILDEN LYSE with stars and stardust.
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